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ABSTRACT 

THE EFFECT OF ALTERNATING DISTRIBUTION OF 

TRANSITION METALS IN LAYERED MATERIALS ON OXYGEN 

EVOLUTION CATALYSIS 

Ran Ding 

Professor Michael J. Zdilla 

The goal of this project is the design of heterogeneous catalysts to facilitate the 

oxygen evolution reaction (OER). Considering the industrial feasibility for this reaction, 

first-row transition-metal-based materials are good candidates since they are cheap, 

abundant and possess variable oxidation states. However, most of them give only 

moderate catalytic activities, compared with noble-metal-based materials. To achieve 

efficient catalysts while maintaining low cost, it is important to discover and modify new 

systems based on the study of existing materials. 

In chapter 3 we present a study of the effect of surface reduction of birnessite on 

catalytic activity. A sample of birnessite was reduced by stirring with sodium dithionite, 

in which case the oxidation states of surface Mn decreased faster than those of inside Mn. 

We characterized the difference between the oxidation states of Mn of surface and inside 

(ΔAOS) and further investigate the effect of ΔAOS on catalysis. The catalytic activity 

was examined by reaction of birnessite samples with ceric ammonium nitrate, and O2 

evolution was monitored using a dissolved oxygen probe with respect to time. The most 

reduced samples with ΔAOS of 0.15 was found to possess a turnover number (TON) of 
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36 mmol O2 per mol Mn, a value 10-fold higher than the unmodified sample. This result 

suggests oxidation state differential across layers aids the catalysis. 

In chapter 4, a more rigorous study is conducted by the examination of few-layer 

catalysts constructed by manganese oxide sheets with different oxidation states. We 

stacked low-AOS manganese oxide sheets with high-AOS manganese oxide sheets in 

various ordered combinations to obtain few-layer birnessite samples with non-uniform 

distribution of Mn(III). We found samples with more variation in AOS had a lower 

overpotential (~510 mV) in electrochemical OER catalysis than uniform stacks of the 

parent manganese oxide sheets (~750 mV for low-AOS sheets, >1000 mV for high-AOS 

sheets. The result indicates that the distribution of Mn(III) in stacking direction was the 

dominant factor for OER catalysis in birnessite and is more important than the overall 

Mn(III) content. We also found the band structures via scanning tunneling microscopy 

(STM) and provide an electronic-structure-based explanation of the observed activity. 

In chapter 5 an analogous strategy to that used in chapter 4 is applied to optimize 

lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) and lithium nickel oxide (LNO) layered catalysts. LCO and 

LNO contains various oxidation states (or spin states) of cobalt and nickel atoms. With 

alternatively stacking a high-AOS and a low-AOS cobalt (or nickel) oxide sheets one by 

one, the electrochemical OER catalytic activity of the obtained few layer LCO (or LNO) 

sample was enhanced. The results indicated that the structural feature of the alternating 

distribution of oxidation states affected not only the birnessite catalysts but also both 

cobalt and nickel oxide materials. 

In chapter 6 we incorporated both cobalt and nickel oxide sheets into layered 

heterostructured catalysts. We present findings that mixed transition metal oxide material 
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K-CoxNiyO2 with alternating distribution of cobalt and nickel oxide layers showed 

enhanced activity mixed Ni-Co metal oxides with homogeneously distributed transition 

metals. The overpotential of the sample K-Co0.5Ni0.5O2 with alternating distribution of Co 

and Ni is 460 mV, 190 mV smaller than that of the sample with homogeneously 

distributed Co and Ni, even though they had a similar elemental composition. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  
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 1.1 Significance of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) catalysis in energy 

production 

Energy plays an important role in modern life since its production and consumption 

powers the technology that meets almost everything of daily needs. Today, power 

generation technologies still heavily rely on fossil fuel systems, which are neither suitable 

nor sustainable, considering concerns about climate change and limited availability. 

Thus, non-fossil-fuel replacements must be investigated. Solar hydrogen from the 

splitting of water is one of the most promising solutions as it provides clean energy 

captured from almost unlimited solar radiation.1-3  

The water splitting reaction has a thermodynamic standard potential of -1.23 V, and 

is hindered by sluggish kinetics (Equation 1.1). Efforts to develop improved catalysts for 

both the proton reduction and water oxidation half reactions are a major focus of 

numerous research groups, though the latter oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is 

generally considered to be the greater challenge. OER is a particular challenge since large 

activation energies are needed for the four-electron oxidation of water to molecular 

oxygen, and due to incidental release of reactive oxygen species (superoxide, hydrogen 

peroxide, hydroxyl radical), which can damage catalysts.4-6 Design of efficient 

electrocatalysts for electrochemical OER from water with low overpotential and long 

catalytic life is important to circumvent one of the largest barriers to a renewable 

hydrogen economy.  

2H2O(l) → O2(g) + 4H+ (aq) + 4e-                   Eo = -1.23 V (1.1) 
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1.2 Transition-metal-based materials as catalytic candidates for OER 

Through billions of years of evolution, the natural world has developed the oxygen 

evolving complex (OEC) CaMn4O5 of Photosystem II to perform the water splitting 

reaction.7-8 This cluster is the only known water splitting system in biology. Through the 

Kok cycle, the cluster oxidizes two water molecules into an equivalent of molecular 

oxygen and four protons. This process facilitates water splitting reaction with  a turnover 

number greater than 100000 and a rate constant of 400 s-1, which makes the OEC cluster 

a prototype model for the design of artificial OER catalysts.9-10 However, it is not 

available for industrial application since the protein environment is fragile outside the 

context of an organism, but is indispensable for OER catalysis by the OEC.  

Until recently, apart from OEC, the most efficient OER catalysts were precious 

metal oxides including iridium and ruthenium systems.11-14 They oxidized water at an 

overpotential about 390 mV, higher than OEC cluster but good enough for artificial OER 

catalysts. While the catalytic activity of precious metal oxide systems is satisfying, the 

scarce reserves and high cost preclude them from large scale application. 

Considering the requirements of industrial application, promising OER catalyst 

systems are first-row transition metal-based materials. The catalytic sites are commonly 

manganese, cobalt, nickel or iron. These transition metals have multiple oxidation states, 

which are essential in OER catalytic cycles. Until now, various transition metal-based 

compounds have been found to be active for OER catalysis, including metal oxides, 

metal hydroxides, metal chalcogenides and metal phosphides.15-18 Our work focuses on 

layered metal oxides, which will be discussed below. 
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1.2.1 Birnessite 

Birnessite, A (Mn4+,Mn3+)2O4·1.5H2O (A represents s-block metals Na+, K+ or Ca2+) 

is a layered material consisting of negatively charged Mn(III/IV) oxide sheets with 

interstitial s-block cations as counter ions to balance the negative charge (Fig 1.1).19-20 

Birnessite is of interest not only because it is cheap and robust, but also its coordination 

environment [MnO6] is similar to the [Mn4CaO5] active site in photosystem II and shares 

common features such as a µ-oxo bridge, and associated Lewis acid cation.21-22 There are 

two main phases of birnessite: the triclinic phase and the hexagonal phase. In the triclinic 

birnessite, all Mn sites including Mn(III), are located into the sheets of the lattice, and 

thus the birnessite is more crystalline and less active towards OER.23 By contrast, 

hexagonal birnessite has Mn(III) defects out of the plane, which are expected to be active 

sites for OER.24 Nevertheless, the catalytic activity of hexagonal birnessite is modest, and 

the overpotential is relatively high (700mV vs NHE).25  

 

Figure 1.1. Crystal structure of birnessite (A = alkali metal cation). Water is omitted for 
clarity. 
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1.2.2 Layered lithium intercalating transition metal oxide materials 

Lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) was the first layered transition metal-based material to 

be incorporated into the industrial application of Li-ion batteries.26 Today LCO and other 

layered transition metal oxide cathodes are still widely used as positive electrodes. Both 

LCO and lithium nickel oxide (LNO) are catalytically active for OER. LCO (Fig. 1.2) 

and LNO (Fig. 1.3) share a similar structure, in which layers of lithium cations lie 

between the anionic sheets of metal oxide, arranged as edge-sharing octahedra.27-28 

Mixed transition metal oxides usually show superior OER activity than either of the 

parent one. Due to the similar structure of LCO and LNO, the mixed-metal-system 

LiCoxNiyO2 has been synthesized and found to be better OER catalyst than LCO and 

LNO.29 

 

Figure 1.2. Crystal structure of lithium cobalt oxide (LCO). Water is omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 1.3. Crystal structure of lithium nickel oxide (LNO). Water is omitted for clarity. 
 

1.3 Role of oxidation states of transition metals in OER catalysis 

It is widely accepted that the key steps of OER catalysis are the adsorption of various 

reaction intermediates, the behaviors of which are controlled by the electronic structures 

of the investigated catalysts.30-31 Suntivich and co-workers reported a correlation between 

the catalytic activity and eg orbital filling of transition metals in perovskite catalysts.32 

They proposed that a singly-filled eg occupancy was in favor of forming metal-oxygen 

intermediates and thus led to the enhancement of catalytic activity. Based on this 

principle, the oxidation states of transition metals play an important role in OER 

catalysis. 

In birnessite samples, octahedral Mn(III) tends to be more active than Mn(IV) since 

Mn(III) takes an electronic configuration of t2g
3 eg

1 and possesses an unpaired electron in 

eg orbital.33 Therefore, a low average oxidation state (AOS) is often required for an 

effective birnessite catalyst, which have been confirmed in many reports. In LCO and 
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LNO, the catalytically active sites are square-based pyramid Co(III) and octahedral 

Ni(III), which also possesses an unequally populated eg electronic state (Fig. 1.4).34-35  

 

Figure 1.4. Electronic structures of the catalytically active sites in birnessite, LCO and 
LNO. 
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1.4 Overview of the thesis 

The primary goal of this thesis is to present a rational approach to the preparation 

and optimization of layered transition metal oxide catalysts to introduce the desired 

hierarchic stacking of different oxidation states or compositions. In chapter 3, a series of 

solid birnessite samples were designed to possess a gradient of Mn(III) content (and thus 

AOS) between the surface and bulk. The OER activity studies showed that birnessite with 

a larger AOS differential between surface and bulk tended to produce more oxygen under 

catalytic turnover conditions. Thus, we concluded that the judicious distribution of 

Mn(III)-not just the content-was critical for OER catalysis. 

In chapter 4 we continued the investigation of how the judicious distribution of 

Mn(III) affects the activity of birnessite. We stacked low-AOS manganese oxide sheets 

with high-AOS manganese oxide sheets in various ordered combinations to obtain few-

layer birnessite samples with non-uniform distribution of Mn(III). We found samples 

with more variation in AOS performed better in electrochemical OER catalysis than 

uniform stacks of the parent manganese oxide sheets. The result indicates that the 

distribution of Mn(III) in stacking direction was the dominant factor for OER catalysis in 

birnessite and is more important than the overall Mn(III) content. We also compared their 

band structures via scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and provide an electronic-

structure-based explanation of the observed activity. 

In chapter 5 we applied an analogous strategy to that used in chapter 4 to optimize 

LCO and LNO layered catalysts. LCO and LNO contains various oxidation states (or spin 

states) of cobalt and nickel atoms. With alternatively stacking a high-AOS and a low-

AOS cobalt (or nickel) oxide sheets one by one, the electrochemical OER catalytic 
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activity of the obtained few layer LCO (or LNO) sample was enhanced. The results 

indicated that the structural feature of the alternating distribution of oxidation states 

affected not only the birnessite catalysts but also both cobalt and nickel oxide materials. 

In chapter 6 we incorporated both cobalt and nickel oxide sheets into layered 

heterostructured catalysts. We present findings that mixed transition metal oxide material 

K-CoxNiyO2 with alternating distribution of cobalt and nickel oxide layers showed 

enhanced activity mixed Ni-Co metal oxides with homogeneously distributed transition 

metals, even though they had a similar elemental composition. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL 
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Materials and methods 

All chemicals were purchased from chemical vendors and used without further 

purification. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker D8 ADVANCE 

diffractometer using copper Kα radiation from a sealed tube. The XRD data was 

processed using DIFFRACEVA software packages. TEM samples were prepared by 

depositing one drop of sonicated birnessite sample in water (100 mg/L) on a lacey carbon 

copper mesh TEM grid (400 mesh, Ted Pella) and allowed to air dry. Images were 

collected using a JEOL JEM-1400 microscope operating at 120 kV. X-ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy was performed using a Thermo Fisher K-Alpha+ or a Thermo Scientific 

Kalpha+ at the University of Delaware. Data was processed using CasaXPS. Inductively 

Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy samples were digested in 0.5M 

hydroxylamine hydrochloride and analyzed to quantify elemental compositions using a 

Thermo Scientific iCAP 7000 Series ICP-OES.  

 

Determination of Mn/Co/Ni content 

To determine total transitional metal content, 0.50 g of birnessite/LiCoO2/LiNiO2 

was dissolved in hydroxylamine hydrochloride (0.5 M, 20 mL) and diluted to 250 mL. 

Metal content was then determined by analysis of an aliquot of the diluted solution by 

inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry. 
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Permanganate back titration to determine the bulk AOS of Mn 

An oxalic acid–permanganate back titration was used to determine the bulk AOS.1 

First, Mn content was determined as above. Second, a 0.50-g sample of birnessite was 

completely dissolved in 5.00 mL of 0.48 M oxalic acid and 5.00 mL H2SO4 to reduce all 

Mn species to Mn(II). The excess oxalate that did not react in reducing Mn(III) and 

Mn(IV) to Mn(II) was then determined by back titration at 80 ◦C with a KMnO4 (0.025 

M) solution. AOS was calculated according to both the titration result and the total 

amount of Mn. 

2�������	 = ��� − 2� + 5������	 
 

XPS for the surface AOS of Mn 

X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of the dry samples were collected using 

monochromatic Al Kα X-rays (148.7 eV) generated from a rotating anode, with a high-

resolution, 300 mm mean radius hemispherical electrostatic analyzer. The base pressure 

of the analysis chamber was maintained at 1x10-9 Torr. Survey scans were collected using 

fixed pass energy of 300 eV and narrow scans were collected using a fixed pass energy of 

150 eV. Data collected for the Mn 2p3/2 and O 1s spectral regions were peak-fitted using 

Casa XPS software. To fit the Mn 2p3/2 region the procedure used by Nesbit and Banerjee 

was employed that considers the multiplet structure resulting from the presence of 

unpaired valence electrons in the 3d orbitals of manganese in the birnessite sample. This 

fitting procedure relies on the theoretical calculations by Gupta of the expected XPS 

spectra from the free Mn(IV), Mn(III), and Mn(II) ions.2-4 Prior work showed that the 
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calculated XPS spectra for the free ions (each containing 5 multiplet peaks) allowed the 

accurate fitting of experimental XPS Mn 2p3/2 data for birnessite. The contributions of the 

Mn(IV) to the XPS data were fitted with peaks at 642.15, 643.19, 644.0, 645.05, and 

646.06 eV using a relative peak area ratio of 1:0.63:0.32:0.10:0.06. Mn(III) contributions 

to the XPS data were fitted with peaks at 640.83, 641.53, 642.34, 643.36, and 644.73 eV 

with a relative peak area ratio of 1.0:0.71:0.42:0.30:0.30. Peak area ratios for each Mn-

species were not changed during the fitting procedure. Peaks with a 50:50 

Gaussian:Lorentzian contribution were used in the procedure and the full width half 

maximum for each peak was 1.15 eV. Using these parameters, the spectral data was fitted 

by varying the relative contribution of individual sets of multiplet peaks. 

 

XPS for the surface AOS of Co and Ni 

X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of the dry samples were collected using 

monochromatic Al Kα X-rays (148.7 eV) generated from a rotating anode were used with 

a high resolution, 300 mm mean radius hemispherical electrostatic analyzer. The base 

pressure of the analysis chamber was maintained at 1x10-9 Torr. Survey scans were 

collected using fixed pass energy of 300 eV and narrow scans were collected using a 

fixed pass energy of 150 eV. Data collected for the Co 2p and Ni 2p spectral regions were 

peak fitted using Casa XPS software.  

To fit the Co 2p region, the peak positions and areas were optimized by a weighted 

least-squares fitting method using 70% Gaussian, 30% Lorentzian line shapes. Based on 

the spin-orbit coupling, the Co 2p spectrum is split into 2p3/2 and 2p1/2, with an intensity 
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ratio of 2 to 1. The main lines are located at 780 and 795 eV, and the satellite peaks are at 

790 and 805 eV, for the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2, respectively. Even though Co(III) and Co(II) in 

octahedral oxygen environment have close main peak positions of 2p3/2  around 780.0-

780.3 eV, we can distinguish them via the corresponding satellite peaks. Considering 

ligand-to-metal charge transfer, the satellite peaks of 2p3/2 strongly depend on the 

oxidation states and coordination environment of Co. Their binding energies are located 

at 790 eV for Co(III) and 786 eV for Co(II).5 

The fitting pattern of Ni 2p XPS characteristic peaks is referenced to standard NIST 

(National Institute of Standards and Technology) XPS Reference database for Ni(II) (Ni 

2p1/2: 871.9 eV and Ni 2p3/2: 854.7 eV) and Ni(III) (Ni 2p1/2: 873.1 eV and Ni 2p3/2: 855.8 

eV).6 

 

Synthesis of single layer nanosheets (NS).7 

The intercalated K+ was removed by acid exchange by stirring 0.2g materials 

(birnessite, LiCoO2 and LiNiO2) in dilute HNO3 solution (0.1 M, 10mL) for 2 days. The 

suspension was centrifuged at 7000 rpm and washed with water until pH was 6-7. Then 

an aqueous solution of tetra-n-butylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) was added to the 

proton-exchange material to perform exfoliation. After stirring for 10 days, the TBAOH 

solution was removed by centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 15 min and the precipitate was 

collected and washed with water and ethanol and subsequently redispersed into water to 

form a colloidal solution of purified NS. 
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The exfoliated NS supernatant was isolated from the colloidal solution by 

centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 15min. Note that NS will gather in the precipitate upon 

14000 rpm of centrifugation and in the supernatant upon 7000 rpm of centrifugation. 

 

Assembly of NS into few layer materials.7 

This layer-by-layer assembly procedure was based upon the descriptions used in previous 

studies.28 First, an 1cm×1cm sample of fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) was washed with 

acetone, ethanol and water, and dried in air. The substrate, dry FTO, then was immersed 

in to a Polyethylenimine (PEI) solution (2.5g/ L) for 1 min to be coated. After rinsing 

with water 3 times and drying in air, the colloidal solution of  NS (manganese oxide, 

cobalt oxide and nickel oxide) was drop cast on to the PEI-precoated FTO to form an 

ultra-thin NS layer. Paper towel was used to drain off the excessive solution before the 

film was washed by water and dried in air for 10 min. After that, a KCl solution (5 mM) 

was drop cast on to the film, then removed excessive KCl solution, rinsed with water and 

dried. Afterwards, the film with absorbed K+ returned into a NS solution to form a bilayer 

NS with interlayered K+. Repeatedly dropping cast NS and KCl solution was carried out 

to assemble (NS/K+)n layered materials.  

 

Electrochemical measurements. 

Electrochemical characterization of the various layered materials was performed in 1 

M KOH using a CH Instrument electrochemical analyzer (model CHI660E), a Pt wire 

counter electrode, a saturated calomel electrode (SCE), and a FTO (1 cm×1 cm) working 
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electrode (coated with the layered material of interest). The measured potentials vs SCE 

were converted to the RHE scale via the Nernst equation: 

���� = ���� + 0.059�� + �°��� 

where ���� is the converted potential vs RHE, ����  is the experimental potential 

measured against SCE reference electrode, and �°��� = 0.2412 # at 25 ℃ vs. RHE.The 

electrocatalysis was measured using linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) with a scan rate of 

10 mV/s. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BIRNESSITE WITH DIFFERENT AVERAGE 

OXIDATION STATES BETWEEN SURFACE AND 

INSIDE LEADS TO ENHANCED CATALYTIC 

PERFORMANCE TOWARDS OXYGEN 

EVOLUTION REACTION 
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3.1 Introduction 

Birnessite has the general formula MxMnO2·1.5(H2O) and is composed of layers of 

edge-sharing MnO6 octahedra (Fig. 3.1) and an interlayer of randomly distributed water 

molecules and s-block metal (M) cations (such as K+, Na+, and Ca2+). With the charge 

balanced by the intercalated cations, some of the Mn cations within the MnO2 layer are 

reduced from Mn(IV) to Mn(III). The equilibrium of Mn(IV) and Mn(III) of birnessite 

with a low energy barrier between them has been considered as a critical factor for the 

catalytic activity towards oxygen evolution reaction (OER).1 The importance of Mn(III) 

has been realized in birnessite and other manganese oxides for OER catalysis. A larger 

ratio of Mn(III) to Mn(IV) [which means a lower average oxidation state (AOS)], 

generally leads to better catalytic performance.2-10  

In MnO6 octahedra of birnessite, the Mn(IV) has an electronic configuration of 

t2g
3eg

0. Once it is reduced to Mn(III), the extra electron will be located on eg orbital, 

breaking its double-degeneracy (Fig. 3.2). It is widely accepted that the Jahn-Teller 

distortion resulting from the unpaired eg electron is the key for the OER catalytic activity 

of Mn(III).2-6 Rao suggested that a singly-occupied eg occupancy led to a high binding 

affinity to O2 and a weakened O=O double bond through the interaction between the 

electrons of oxygen and the Mn-based eg orbitals.6 The formed antibonding σ*-state 

could donate electrons during catalytic OER cycle and thus facilitate electron transfer. 

Work from Dismukes argued that a trigonal Jahn-Teller distortion of the Mn geometry 

resulted in a more robust axial Mn-O bonding and weakening of in-layer Mn-O bonding, 

which improved catalysis.4 The group of Nocera noticed a lattice strain and band gap 
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narrowing induced by low-coordinate Mn(III).5 Mendoza-cortes and coworkers argued 

that neighboring Mn(III) sites were unstable and favored catalysis.8 

 

Fig. 3.1. Crystal structure of birnessite (A = alkali metal cation). Water molecules are 
omitted for clarity. 

 

 
Fig. 3.2. d-orbital splitting demonstrating the partial occupation of the eg orbitals (dz2, but 

not dx2-y2) in Mn(III) and empty in Mn(IV). 
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Despite a clear advantage for Mn(III) in OER catalysis, the existence and content of 

Mn(III) does not explain all observations. Hexagonal birnessites showed moderate 

activity for the OER catalysis, while the more crystalline form, triclinic birnessite, 

exhibited no activity for this reaction regardless of the same coexistence of Mn(IV) and 

Mn(III) within the MnO2 layers.9 Even for hexagonal birnessite, it was reported that not 

all samples with a lower average oxidation state (AOS) were equally active. Our group 

also found that the birnessite samples undergoing a comproportionation reaction with 

Mn(II) to enrich them with Mn(III) showed a great enhancement of catalytic activity, 

though their AOS was not the remarkably different from other, less active samples.10 

To interpret these puzzling inconsistencies, we need to understand how Mn(III) and 

Mn(IV) affect the electronic structure of birnessite. Our collaborator Peng proposed a 

theoretical model based on first-principles computation to understand the effect of 

manganese AOS [which indicated the content of Mn(III)] on the band structure of 

birnessite. Peng suggested that not only the abundance of Mn(III), but more importantly 

the distribution of Mn(III) in birnessite, has a strong impact on the catalytic activity.11 

These DFT calculations predicted that manganese oxide layers with sufficient Mn(III) 

resulted in the formation of a localized polaronic state near the Fermi level, which is 

closer in energy to either valence band maximum (VBM) of Mn(III)-rich layer or 

conduction band minimum (CBM) of Mn(IV)-rich layer (Fig. 3.3). The proximity 

between Mn(III)-rich and Mn(III)-poor layers created a predicted “potential step”, which 

facilitated electrons to delocalize across layers and thus speed electron transfer and 

corresponding redox reaction rates. Thus, birnessite samples with a larger difference in 

AOS between surface and bulk were predicted to be better catalysts for OER. 
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Fig. 3.3. DFT-computed DOS for two manganese oxide layers of birnessite containing 
different ratio of Mn(III)/Mn(IV). This figure is taken from ref. 11. 

 

In this chapter, a series of birnessite with various Mn(III) contents but controlled 

phase and morphology were synthesized and used as catalysts for chemical OER. The 

surface and bulk AOS were characterized by XPS and a redox back titration of a 

compound digest (respectively), and the structure-activity relationship is discussed. The 

effect of surface and bulk AOS on catalysis is of particular interest. The results supported 

our prediction that a difference between the bulk and surface AOS improved the catalytic 

performance of birnessite. 
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3.2 Results and discussion 

To confirm our hypothesis, a series of birnessites with different oxidation states were 

synthesized. We started with a high-AOS birnessite A, which was prepared via a typical 

thermal decomposition protocol. Then we split A into separate aliquots and partially 

reduced each sample by using a substoichiometric amount of aqueous sodium dithionite 

(Na2S2O4). We named the produced low-AOS samples B (0.01 equivalent per manganese 

ion Na2S2O4), C (0.05 equiv. Na2S2O4) and D (0.1 equiv. Na2S2O4). The morphology and 

phase were confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and powder X-ray 

diffraction (PXRD). TEM showed the layer morphology, typically seen for birnessite 

(Fig. 2.4). PXRD confirmed that birnessite was intact, and no by-product formed during 

the reduction (Fig. 2.5).  
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Fig. 3.4. TEM images of birnessite samples A-D. 
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Fig. 3.5. Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of binressite A-D. 

 

To characterize the elemental composition and oxidation states of A-D, the samples 

were first digested by hydroxylamine hydrocholoride solution and then tested by 

inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) paired with ion 

chromatography (IC) and a back titration protocol using permanganate and oxalate, as 

described in the experimental section. Surface oxidation states were probed using X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The manganese content was determined by ICP and 

summarized in Table 3.1. IC was used to determine the K/Mn ratio of each sample. With 

the help of ICP, permanganate back titration was used to determine the average oxidation 

state (Table. 3.2). The birnessite sample was dissolved into a solution of oxalic acid to 

give a mixture of Mn(II) and unreacted oxalate ions in the solution. Then KMnO4 was 
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used for the back titration with the excess oxalate ions. The AOS was determined through 

the following equation: 

2�������	 = ��� − 2� + 5������	 
As the content of added sodium dithionite increased during the synthesis of A-D, the 

overall bulk average oxidation state of manganese declined from A-3.90, B-3.85, C-3.80 

to D-3.70 based on back titration. XPS was also utilized to determine the surface 

oxidation state of birnessite samples (Fig. 3.6). To precisely ascertain the content of 

Mn(II), Mn(III) and (IV) of each sample, fittings as outlined by Nesbitt were 

implemented.13-15 The surface AOS determined by XPS of A-D were 3.89, 3.82, 3.72 and 

3.52, the same trend as found by back titration, albeit with somewhat lower AOS (Table 

3.3), presumably due to a greater amount of surface reduction vs. bulk reduction due to 

the reaction of the solid-phase birnessite with solution-phase dithionite.  

 

Table 3.1. Manganese content for A-D determined by ICP-OES. 

 Birnessite 
Digested 
(mg) 

ICP 
Concentration 
(mg/L) 

Mn Content 
(mg) 

Mn Content (g 
Mn/ g 
birnessite) 

A 50.8 0.979 24.5 0.482 
B 50.0 0.910 22.8 0.456 
C 50.6 0.896 22.4 0.443 
D 50.5 0.901 22.5 0.445 

 
 
Table 3.2. The AOS and stoichiometries of A-D determined by ICP-OES, back titration 
and IC. 
 The amount of electrons (mmol) needed to 

reduce 1 g of birnessite to Mn(II)a 
AOS of Mn Formula 

A 16.65 3.90 K0.20MnO2 
B 15.34 3.85 K0.03MnO2 
C 14.50 3.80 K0.05MnO2 
D 13.74 3.70 K0.08MnO2 

a One molecule of dithionite provides two electrons for reduction of Mn atoms of birnessite. 
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Fig. 3.6. XPS of Mn 2p of birnessite A-D. Fitting: for Mn 2p3/2 spectra, green-Mn(IV), 
blue-Mn(III), purple-Mn(II). 

  

D 
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Table 3.3. XPS data and average oxidation state (AOS) of A-D. 
 Mn(IV) 

(%) 
Mn(III) 
(%) 

Mn(II) (%) Surface AOS Bulk AOS 

A 88.90 11.10 0 3.89 3.90 
B 81.71 18.30 0 3.82 3.88 
C 66.43 33.57 0 3.66 3.80 
D 57.03 41.53 1.43 3.55 3.70 

 

Note that XPS is a surface-sensitive technique due to the re-absorption of all 

photoelectrons by the bulk, except for those generated within a few angstroms of the 

surface of the sample. Only those atoms near the surface could be probed and detected. 

By contrast, in the ICP-OES/back-titration method, all Mn species were dissolved and 

reduced by oxalic acid, and the amount of excess oxalic acid electrons “counted” in back 

titration with the oxidant permanganate. Therefore, XPS and back titration characterized 

surface and bulk AOS respectively. As shown in table 3.3, we can clearly see that surface 

AOS decreased faster than bulk AOS with increasing amounts of added sodium dithionite 

reduction, as expected. Important for the first catalysis study, through the heterogeneous 

reduction we have obtained a series of birnessite samples with not only a decreasing AOS 

but also an increasing bulk/surface AOS difference (ΔAOS). We expected this structural 

feature to be favorable to water oxidation catalysis based on the predictions of Peng.11 

Our collaborators Peng and Perdew have proposed a hypothesis about the electronic 

structures of birnessite with a different AOS between surface and inside. Peng predicted 

that the potential steps created at junctions between high and low AOS manganese oxide 

layers may facilitate electron (or hole) transfer from the surface to the interior and thus 

enhance the reaction rate and catalytic activity. To confirm our hypothesis, the water 

oxidation activities of A-D were tested using a chemical oxidant: ceric ammonium nitrate 
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(Ce(NH4)(NO3)5. The results of oxygen evolution are shown in Figure 3.7 and 

summarized in Table 3.4. The catalytic activity increased from A to D, corresponding to 

the decrease of Mn AOS. This is attributed to the important function of Mn(III) in water 

oxidation catalysis, in accordance with previous studies. However, we noticed that the 

turnover numbers (TON) of C and D evolved about 10-fold more oxygen than A and B, 

indicating a nonlinear promotion of catalytic activities where the improvement in activity 

was greater than the increase in Mn(III) content. We therefore became curious to know if 

there might be some factors other than Mn(III) content affecting catalysis. 
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Fig. 3.7. Oxygen evolution time course from ceric oxidation of water catalyzed by A-D. 
 

Table. 3.4. Turnover numbers (TON) and turnover frequencies (TOF) of OER catalyzed 
by birnessite samples A-D. 

 TON (mmol O2/ mol Mn) TOF (mmol O2/ mol Mn*s) 
A 2.3 ± 0.3 0.07 ± 0.03 
B 4.6 ± 0.3 0.06 ± 0.02 
C 32 ± 3 0.17 ± 0.07 
D 36 ± 4 0.35 ± 0.10 
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As shown in Figure 3.8, we found a correlation between the ΔAOS and the oxygen 

evolution. The starting material A, a high-AOS birnessite sample, was not very active 

initially, but sharply became active when the added sodium dithionite reached a critical 

point where a large enough ΔAOS developed. Considering our theoretical model, a low-

AOS MnO2 layer likely formed polaronic defect states, which might be energetically 

comparable to the global conduction band maximum (CBM) of an adjacent Mn(III)-

scarce layer as in Figure 3.3. Such energy proximity facilitates electron and hole transfer 

in between layers and thus speeds up the reaction rate. In our prediction, a ΔAOS around 

0.125 is required to see a catalytic performance promotion. In the experiment, such a 

sharp promotion occurred between samples B and C, where the ΔAOS increased from 

0.06 to 0.14. The experiments are consistent with our theoretical model, both 

qualitatively and quantitatively. 
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Fig 3.8. The AOS of Mn for the whole bulk and surface (left y axis) and the normalized 
oxygen production (right y axis), as functions of the sodium dithionite used in synthesis. 
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3.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a series of birnessite samples with different Mn(III) content were 

made by sodium dithionite reduction. Through ICP, XPS and back titration, we showed 

they possessed a variety of AOS difference between surface and bulk. The result of water 

oxidation experiments indicated a strong correlation between ΔAOS and catalytic 

activity. Until the ΔAOS  reached 0.14, birnessite samples exhibited low water-oxidation 

activity and then sharply became active after 0.14, showing an oxygen production about 

10-fold greater than the previous samples. Thus, our collaborators’ prediction from DFT 

was supported: that a non-uniform distribution of Mn(III) perpendicular to the layer is 

critical for the oxygen evolution reaction catalysis. 

 

3.4 Experimental 

Sample preparation 

The triclinic birnessite sample A with the lowest Mn(III) content was prepared at 

first via thermal decomposition with a Sentry 2.0 digital temperature controller.12 KMnO4 

powder was pyrolyzed in air for 20 h at 600 ◦C with heating and cooling rates at 1 ◦C/min. 

After decomposition, the mixture was washed by distilled water until the filtrate was 

colorless. The resulting powder was dried in air and then stored under ambient condition. 

For birnessite with a higher Mn(III) content, 0.01 (B)/0.05 (C)/0.1 (D) mmol sodium 

dithionite solution (20 mL) was added to 1 mmol solution (100 mL) of the low-Mn(III) 

birnessite A, stirred for 1 h, filtrated and washed, and dried in air. In such a way, the 
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surface receives the most contact with the reductant (sodium dithionite), having higher 

Mn(III) content than the bulk overall. 

 

Oxygen evolution experiments 

Evolved oxygen was measured and recorded via a HACH LD101 Optical Dissolved 

Oxygen Probe. In general, 25 mg or 50 mg birnessite was stirred in a 15-mL suspension 

of deionized water (purged with argon for at least 3 h) in a 25-mL filter flask under a 

nitrogen blanket. A total of 5 mL of argon-purged cerium ammonium nitrate (CAN; 0.4 

M, 2 mmol) was added to the suspension via a 10-mL syringe. Induction period 

measurements were taken every 10 s. All data points were normalized by sample 

manganese content and zeroed to an initial minimum oxygen concentration. 
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CHAPTER 4  

THE ROLE OF MN(III)  IN CATALYTIC WATER 

OXIDATION: ALTERNATING DISTRIBUTION OF 

MN(III) IS MORE DOMINANT THAN TOTAL 

CONTENT  
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4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we have supported with experiments that the average 

oxidation state (AOS) difference between bulk and surface is advantageous for the 

activity of birnessite as an oxygen evolution reaction (OER) catalyst. However, since our 

large-ΔAOS samples were also the most reduced, the possibility was not strictly ruled out 

that the overall AOS could be the dominant factor, and some other explanation (such as 

defect density or disorder) could result in nonlinear catalytic behavior with respect to 

Mn(III) concentration. To further probe the role of ΔAOS, we needed to design 

experiments that would compare samples with larger ΔAOS, but lower overall Mn(III) 

content. To further investigate the role of the distribution of Mn(III) on OER catalysis, 

birnessite samples with controlled layer-by-layer stacking of alternating layers of high- 

and low-AOS manganese oxide layers were designed and are presented in this chapter. 

Our collaborator Peng used DFT calculations to predict that a “potential step” 

between a low-AOS and a high-AOS sheet would place the conduction band of the high-

AOS sheet closer in energy to the both the valence band and the polaronic eg electronic 

state of the low AOS sheet (Fig. 4.1).1 This energetic proximity between the empty states 

of one band and the filled states of the next was expected to facilitate electron transfer 

processes between the sheets and any interlayer species.  

In this chapter, a previously reported exfoliation protocol was used to prepare single-

layer nanosheet suspensions of manganese oxide sheets for the assembly of few-layer 

birnessite samples with controllable stacking order.2 Since interlayer cations have been 

shown to play an important role in the catalytic activity of birnessite, we further sought to 

clarify the structure-activity relationship relating to the interlayer region by constitution 
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of the interlayer with an array of different Group 1A countercations. We present here the 

marked effect of the non-uniform distribution of Mn(III) on creating the theoretically 

predicted potential steps between low- and high-AOS layers, and the resulting 

enhancement of the OER catalytic activity of birnessite over homogeneously distributed 

Mn(III)-rich samples. Further, we confirm the theoretically predicted collapse of the 

effective bandgap in two-layer samples using scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). 

The results provide a holistic view of this new role of Mn(III) in OER catalysis, linking 

the theoretical and experimental electronic structure to the catalytic activity of birnessite, 

and demonstrate that the judicious distribution of Mn(III) in alternating layers gives 

superior catalysis to more Mn(III)-rich systems. 
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Figure 4.1. Top: periodic DFT-computed DOS for (a) high-AOS (4.00, all-MnIV) 

birnessite, (b) lower-AOS (3.875) birnessite, and (c) alternatively stacked high-low 
oxidation state birnessite. Bottom: Cartoon representation of band structure illustrating 

increasing facility of e- transfer across sheets from left→right. VB = valence band; CB = 
conduction band; PS = polaron state (partially occupied eg states). 
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4.2 Few-layer birnessite electrocatalysts for OER. 

Few-layer birnessite catalysts were prepared by controlled stacking of single layers 

using a previously reported exfoliation approach. Two birnessite samples with different 

average oxidation states (AOS) were prepared. High-AOS birnessite (Birnessite A) was 

prepared by pyrolysis of potassium permanganate at high temperature.3 The low-AOS 

birnessite (Birnessite B) was prepared from Birnessite A by treatment with the two-

electron reductant sodium dithionite. The morphology and phase were confirmed by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Figure 4.2) and powder X-ray diffraction 

(PXRD, Figure 4.3). The AOS of Birnessite A and B are about ~3.85 and ~3.70 

respectively, determined by a combination of ICP-OES and redox back titration as 

described in the experimental section (Table 4.1, 4.2). Examination of the average 

oxidation state (Figure 4.4, Table 4.3) by fitting of the 2p X-ray photoelectron spectra of 

the samples showed average oxidation states of 3.77 and 3.67 for the regular and reduced 

birnessite, respectively, qualitatively similar to the AOS measured by back titration, but 

slightly more reduced. Since XPS is a surface technique, the result suggests the surface of 

birnessite is slightly more reduced than the bulk, a phenomenon which we have observed 

and reported previously. Because this work involves the exfoliation of bulk birnessite and 

reassembly of the nanosheets, we consider the bulk ICP-OES/back titration measurement 

of AOS to be more representative of the reconstructed few-layer samples. 
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Fig. 4.2. TEM images of (A) pristine birnessite before exfoliation, (B) reduced birnessite 
before exfoliation, (C) NS of pristine birnessite after exfoliation, (D) NS of reduced 

birnessite after exfoliation. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.3. PXRD pattern of pristine birnessite (black) and reduced birnessite (red) using 

Cu Kα radiation. 
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Table 4.1. Manganese content for bulk birnessite sample determined by ICP-OES. 
 Birnessite 

Digested 
(mg) 

ICP 
Concentration 
(mg/L) 

Mn Content 
(mg) 

Mn Content (g 
Mn/ g 
birnessite) 

Pristine 
birnessite 

50.5 0.960 24.0 0.475 

Reduced 
birnessite 

50.0 0.916 22.9 0.458 

 

 

Table 4.2. The AOS and stoichiometries of birnessite determined by ICP-OES and back 
titration. 
 The amount of electrons 

(mmol) needed to reduce 1 
g of birnessite to Mn(II) 

AOS of Mn Formula 

Pristine birnessite 15.98 3.85 K0.15MnO2 
Reduced birnessite 14.18 3.70 K0.30MnO2 
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Figure 4.4. X-ray photoelectron spectra of the 2p electrons of the manganese region of 
sample FAAAAAA, giving AOS = 3.85 (top), and FBBBBBB, giving AOS = 3.70 

(bottom). “F” Designates the FTO electrode substrate. “A” and “B” represents monolayer 
of manganese oxide with different oxidation states. Spectra are fit to variable 

Mn(II)/(III)/(IV) signals to estimate relative content. 

 

Table 4.3. XPS data for birnessite samples. 
 AOS Mn(IV) (%) Mn(III) (%) Mn(II) (%) 
Pristine birnessite 3.77 79.38 18.62 2.00 
Reduced birnessite 3.67 70.25 26.73 3.02 
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Fig. 4.5. Cartoon illustration of the exfoliation and reassembly process for controlled 
stacking of birnessite layers. 

 

These samples were each exfoliated into single-layer nanosheets of manganese oxide 

by stirring in a solution of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH).2 The nanosheets 

are deposited onto a polyethylenimine-coated, electrically conductive fluorine doped tin 

oxide (FTO) as an electrochemically active substrate. The assembly approach permits 

controlled layer-by-layer deposition by repeated dipping into nanosuspension, followed 

by a solution of the cation source, followed by the nanosuspension again (etc.) to 

reassemble few-layer birnessite with controlled layer-by-layer composition (Figure 4.5).  

We initially examined six-layer samples of high-AOS birnessite (A) and of low-AOS 

birnessite (B), each deposited onto the FTO substrate, i.e.: FAAAAAA and FBBBBBB, 

where F = FTO. Each sample was reconstituted with K+ countercations in between layers. 

This assembly permits examination of electrocatalytic activity of the few-layered 
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catalysts using linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), where the sample is immersed into an 

aqueous solution, and the electrode potential of the FTO is swept toward positive values. 

The onset of redox activity results in a positive measured current, and an exponentially 

rising curve indicates catalysis due to redox-induced current through the circuit. Catalytic 

activities are compared by measuring the overpotential (η, the potential beyond the 

thermodynamic water oxidation potential of 1.23 V vs. RHE) required to reach a current 

of 10 mA, and by the Tafel slope (b, voltage change required for a 10-fold current 

increase). These parameters are a measure of how much “extra” energy is required to 

drive the catalytic reaction over the activation barrier, and thus the best catalysts have 

low values of η and b.  

As shown in the LSV polarization curves (Fig. 4.6), sample FAAAAAA shows an 

overpotential that is larger than 1000 mV at a current density of 10 mA cm-2, and a large 

Tafel slope of 340 mV/dec (Figure 4.6), which is expected due to the low Mn(III) 

content. Reduced birnessite FBBBBBB shows several small redox features at about 1.4-

1.5V vs. RHE that we attribute to the reduction of defect MnIII sites in birnessite. These 

features are followed by the catalytic wave at a significantly reduced η of 750 mV, and a 

reduced b of 180 mV/dec (Figure 4.6), confirming well-established knowledge that low-

oxidation-state, Mn(III)-rich systems favor OER catalysis. This phenomenon is attributed 

to the different electron configurations of the manganese in Mn(IV) vs. Mn(III). In the 

former, the metal-based 3d electrons of the metal are in the configuration t2
3 eg

0. Reduced 

birnessite contains more MnIII with the electron configuration t2
3 eg

1.  
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Figure 4.6. Top: LSV polarization curves of few-layer birnessite composed of six high 
AOS birnessite sheets (A), six low AOS (B) sheets, and six layers of alternating A/B 

sheets. “F” Designates the FTO electrode substrate. Bottom: Tafel slopes derived from 
the LSV curves in the top. 
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Figure 4.7. Chronoamperometry of the oxygen evolution reaction with FAAAAAA at a 

potential of 2.0 V versus RHE (red); FBBBBBB at a potential of 1.85 V versus RHE 
(green); FABABAB at a potential of 1.7 V versus RHE (black). 
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We next examined an alternatively stacked sample: FABABAB for comparison to 

the electronically uniform compositions. Despite the mixed material having lower overall 

MnIII content than sample FBBBBBB, these catalysts exhibit a significantly smaller 

overpotential of ~510 mV (Figure 4.6) and an improved Tafel slope of 105 mV/dec. The 

improved OER catalytic activity indicates that the catalysis is enhanced not only by the 

abundance of MnIII states, but also the alternating spatial distribution of MnIII in the 

stacking direction. The chronoamperometry curves shown in Fig. 4.7 indicated that all 

few layer birnessite samples could be kept active in at least 1 hour. 

To investigate how the location of potential steps (A-B junctions) affects OER 

catalysis, we have prepared few-layer birnessite with additional variations in the order 

and composition of A and B sheets. In particular, these experiments were designed to test 

several of competing hypotheses for the most effective catalytic structure. These 

competing hypotheses are: 1) That a larger number of A-B junctions should give the 

greatest catalysis. 2) Having an AB junction near the electrode (to minimize hole 

migration distance) is advantageous, 3) that having the AB potential step near the solvent 

surface is advantageous in order to access the substrate, and 4) that a larger and more 

abrupt potential step in the center of the stack (e.g., AABB) might be advantageous over 

a more averaged structure with more potential steps (e.g., ABAB).  In these experiments, 

all few-layer birnessite samples are prepared by stacking 8 layers of manganese oxide 

sheets with interleaving potassium countercations.  

In the first set of experiments, we stack 7 layers of one type and one layer of the 

other type, and examine the effect of having the potential step near the electrode surface 

vs. near the solvent interface. Thus, four compositions are tested: FABBBBBBB, 
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FBBBBBBBA, FBAAAAAAA, FAAAAAAAB. From the polarization curve (Figure 

4.8), we find that the relative catalytic activity of these birnessites, from best to worst, is 

FABBBBBBB, FBBBBBBBA, FBAAAAAAA, FAAAAAAAB. The results suggest that 

birnessite with a predominantly low AOS (B-rich) composition are generally better than 

those which are predominantly composed of A, no matter where the “AB” potential step 

is. However, the insertion of at least one A layer improves catalysis over a purely B-

containing sample. Second, the samples with the AB potential step near the electrode are 

superior to the samples with the AB potential step near the solvent, suggesting that the 

electron transfer facilitated by the AB potential step near the electrode is a more 

important feature than solvent/substrate access near the AB potential step. The 

overpotential for water oxidation catalysis by the best sample, FABBBBBBB (Figure 

3.8A, magenta) is 480 mV and has a Tafel slope of 102 mV/dec (Figure 4.9 top), slightly 

better but similar to the six-layer FABABAB sample as shown in Figure 4.6.   
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Figure 4.8. (A) LSV on layered materials containing seven layers of one type and one 
layer of the other type, with the location of the potential step located close to or distal 

from the FTO electrode. (B) LSV on layered materials containing an equal number of A 
and B layers with layer types segregated or alternating, and with the first layer identity 

varied between A or B. 
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Fig. 4.9. Tafel slopes derived from the LSV curves in Fig. 4.8A (top) and Fig. 4.8B 
(below) correspondingly. 
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In the next set of experiments, birnessite samples are composed of half A and half of 

B sheets. The “AB” potential step(s) are located either in the middle of the structure via 

segregation of the A and B sheets, or throughout the structure by alternating the A and B 

sheets. In the first group, FAAABBB and FBBBAAA, very similar overpotentials of 550 

mV at a current of 10 mA/cm2 (Figure 4.8B), and Tafel slopes of 175-180 mV/dec 

(Figure 4.9 below) are observed. In the second group, “FABABAB” and “FBABABA”, a 

lower overpotential around 510 mV is observed for both. Both samples have lower Tafel 

slopes than the segregated samples, though the FABABAB sample is lower (105 

mV/dec) than the FBABABA sample (150 mV/dec). In this case, the catalytic activity is 

enhanced by the presence of multiple potential steps rather than a single potential step in 

the center of the stack, and catalysis is less affected by which layer (A or B) is next to the 

electrode. The result suggests that the ideal scenario involves the creation of numerous 

potential steps throughout the structure, likely facilitating hole transfer throughout the 

catalyst. In a final set of experiments, four-layer FAABB and FBBAA, were examined. 

The measured overpotentials are higher at 670 mV and 650 mV, but similar to each other 

(Figure 4.9 below). 

Inspired by the work of Kurz4, Sawangphruk5, and Mendoza-Cortez6, which argued 

that cation identity has a strong effect on catalytic activity, we sought to investigate the 

effect of intercalated cations in reassembled structures, using the more effective 

alternating AB structures. Six-layer alternating (AB) samples of birnessite catalyst were 

prepared using Li+, Na+, K+, and Cs+ as intercalated cations using the same substrate 

dipping protocol. The result is illustrated in Figure 4.10. With the size of intercalated 

cations increasing from Li+ to Cs+, the overpotential at a current of 10 mA/cm2 declines 
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from 640 mV for Li+, to 545 mV for Na+, 510 mV for K+ and 450 mV for Cs+, indicating 

a favorable effect for increased cation radius. Tafel slopes also gradually decrease, having 

values of 230, 130, 105, and 92 mV/dec respectively (Figure 4.11). This effect may be 

attributable to the decreased Lewis acidity of Cs+, which decreases the affinity of the 

cation for interstitial water. Past work from our group has shown that increased 

dynamical motion of water in the interlayer facilitates electron transfer; this effect may be 

enhanced by the expected weak binding between Cs+ and H2O.7 It is curious to note that 

this trend is opposite that observed by Kosasang et al5 and may reflect a difference in the 

chemical synthesis of these materials by Kosasang et al vs. the layer-by-layer assembly 

used here.  
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Figure 4.10. LSV polarization curves of six-layer birnessite samples composed of 
alternating A/B sheets with different intercalated cations. 

 

 

Fig. 4.11. Tafel slopes derived from the LSV curves in Fig. 4.10 correspondingly.  
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Table 4.4. Summary of few-layer birnessite catalysts by electrochemistry. 
Sample Overpotential (mV) Tafel Slope (mV/dec) 
FAAAAAA >1000 340 
FBBBBBB 750 180 
FABABAB 510 105 
FBABABA 505 150 
FAAABBB 550 175 
FBBBAAA 550 180 
FAABB 670 271 
FBBAA 650 240 
FABBBBBBB 480 102 
FBBBBBBBA 580 208 
FAAAAAAAB 810 377 
FBAAAAAAA 650 270 
FABABAB with intercalated Li+ 640 230 
FABABAB with intercalated Na+ 545 130 
FABABAB with intercalated Cs+ 450 92 
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4.3 Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy 

This part has been done with the help of our collaborators Dr. Parisa Yasini and Dr. 

Eric Borguet. I was responsible for the experiment design, sample preparation and 

loading. And Dr. Yasini was responsible for the STM operation and data analysis.  

While the results of catalysis are consistent with the hypothesis derived from DFT 

that proximity between the filled states of B and the empty states of A would facilitate 

electron transfer, the catalysis results are not a direct confirmation of the predicted DOS. 

To examine the predicted effect on band structure we turned to Scanning Tunneling 

Spectroscopy (STS), which uses the tip of a Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) in 

order to measure the tunneling current as a function of the bias between the STM tip and 

the substrate at a constant tip-sample separation. The increase of current towards negative 

values at negative bias voltages corresponds to the removal of electrons from the valence 

band, while the increased current at positive bias voltages corresponds to the addition of 

electrons to the conduction band. The differential conductance (dI/dV) is used to measure 

the surface DOS. 

STM samples were prepared as follows. To avoid the insulating effect of organic 

chemicals, PEI and TBOH were avoided. Birnessite samples, A and B, were therefore 

exfoliated using a chemical-free sonication approach.8-9 Samples were drop-cast in two 

steps onto conducting gold-on-mica (G) substrates: First a layer of nanosheets (A or B) 

was drop cast and air dried, followed by a layer of K+ ions, followed by a second layer of 

nanosheets (A or B), a second layer of K+ ions for charge neutrality, and finally, a water 

rinse to remove excess salt. Each drop-cast step was designed using an idealized 

concentration for the deposition of a monolayer (of A or B) on average. STM images 
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were taken to identify multiple atomically flat regions, and to position the STM tip on the 

center of sheets, far away from edges and possible defects (see Figure 4.12).  

 

Figure 4.12: STM images of two-layer birnessite samples GAA, GBB, GAB and GBA. 
(a) GAA, 350×350 nm2, (b) GBB, 500×500 nm2, inset: another location: 300×300 nm2 

(c) GAB, 1000×1000 nm2, inset: another location: 500×500 nm2 (d) GBA, 900×900 
nm2.  All the STM images were recorded in ambient temperature and pressure, It=0.1 nA, 

Vbias=0.3 V. Locations of the tip for STS measurements indicated with red rectangles. 

 

The I-V curves were collected in two to six separate locations on each substrate (to 

check for consistency across sample). Typically,10 potential sweeps were recorded and 

averaged for each location so that the I-V curves presented in Figure 3.13 are the average 
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of a total of ~ 20-60 curves. While an unmodified gold substrate (G) shows metallic 

behavior, birnessite bilayers on gold show semiconductor-like characteristics with 

measurable bandgaps. As predicted, the high oxidation state birnessite (GAA) has the 

largest bandgap (2.5 eV eV, Figure 4.13, red), while reduced birnessite (GBB) has a 

lower bandgap of 0.7 eV. The mixed sheet materials (GAB, GBA), despite containing a 

layer of A, show no remnant of the large bandgap of GAA, and instead show bandgap 

values smaller than the reduced birnessite bilayer (GBB). Sample GBA (Figure 4.13, 

blue) shows a bandgap of 0.4-0.5 eV based on the derivative plot of the STS data (Figure 

4.14 with a threshold differential current cutoff of 5 nA/V), and with a similar conduction 

band minimum (CBM) but with a raised valence band maximum (VBM). The opposite-

ordered stack, sample GAB (Figure 4.13 violet) also shows a reduced band gap even 

more visually pronounced, though the dI/dV plot (Figure 4.14) also measures the 

bandgap at ~0.4 eV. In contrast to GBA, the conduction VBM is relatively unchanged, 

while the lowering of the CBM is apparent. Figure 4.13 (bottom) illustrates the 

experimental density of states from the derivative plots (dI/dV) of the fits to the STS, and 

the band edge position and band gaps (determined from the experimental plot of dI/dV, 

Figure 4.14). The result shows the apparent difference of only one band edge for samples 

GAB and GBA in comparison to GBB. 
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Figure 4.13. Top: STS on MnO2 nanosheet bilayers with sigmoidal fits shown as dotted 
lines. Bottom: integral of the STS fits with area under curves shaded, giving experimental 
density of states. Band edges illustrated with dotted lines, and band gaps shown as double 

arrows. 
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Figure 4.14. Bandgap estimation from plot of dI/dV of experimental STS (Fig. 3.13, 
top). Bandgap threshold current set at ±5 pA. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fitting of STS 
 
The GAA STS spectrum was fitted to the equation: 
 

    (1) 
 
The GBB, GAB, and GBA spectra were fit to the equation: 
 

     (2) 
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The experimentally determined parameters are given in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. 
 

Table 4.5. The experimentally determined parameters for STS. 

 Parameters 

AA 
Y0 A1 61 A2 62 Y1 A3 B x0 

-0.06 -31.01 0.44 0.05 18.10 -0.13 0.05 2.31 -2.55 

 
Table 4.6. The experimentally determined parameters for STS. 

 

 Parameters 

 Y0 M0 70 R0 Y1 M1 71 R1 

BB 0.35 -55.00 1.16 -0.16 -4.64 59.34 -0.77 0.17 

AB -1.81 -50.34 0.65 -0.07 -47.10 100.16 -0.84 0.15 

BA-Sonication 0.34 -85.36 1.56 -0.26 2.86 81.83 -0.75 0.18 

BA-TBAOH 0.41 -63.02 1.33 -0.25 8.56 54.10 -1.10 0.21 
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4.4 Discussion 

In the previous chapter, we presented the observation that a difference between the 

surface and bulk AOS enhanced the OER catalytic activity. But the best birnessite sample 

possessed both the largest AOS difference and the lowest overall AOS. Thus, we could 

not distinguish which factor was dominant. To answer this question, we designed and 

compared the catalytic activity of few-layer birnessite samples with AA, BB and AB 

combinations. If the content of Mn(III) is the most important factor, the most reduced 

birnessites (BB) would be expected to be the best catalysts, while the alternatively 

stacked birnessites (AB) would be better than the high-AOS birnessites (AA), but 

perhaps not quite as good as the low AOS (BB) birnessties. By contrast, according to our 

hypothesis, if the potential step resulted from the alternate stacking of A and B is the 

dominant factor, the alternatively stacked birnessites could match or even exceed the low 

AOS (BB) samples. We tested this hypothesis by comparing the activity of AB-type 

samples to the BB-type samples. We further experimentally searched for the optimal 

layer configuration, which was unfeasible for atomic simulations due to the size of the 

calculation required. We indeed found a good catalytic activity from several 

configurations with a non-uniform Mn(III) distribution. In particular, the AB-type 

catalysts far outperformed both the high- and low-AOS samples, despite having less 

Mn(III) overall than the low-AOS samples; from the ICP-OES and back-titration 

experiments, the BB-type samples (3.70) have a lower AOS than the expected value for 

AB type birnessites of 3.775 (this value is presumed to be the average of the BB- and 

AA-type birnessite AOS values: 3.70 and 3.85 respectively). Given that birnessite is 

normally among the poorer OER catalysts (normally with an overpotential of at most 0.7 
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V at 10 mA current), the achievement of such low overpotential (0.45 V for the best 

sample), is a remarkable reduction of overpotential by 250 mV without a fundamental 

change in composition.  

While the catalytic result is consistent with the hypothesis that alternating AB 

birnessites would facilitate layer crossing by electrons and holes, an experimental 

validation of the calculated density of states using STS adds confidence to the 

interpretation. We examined drop-cast bilayers of birnessites using STS. Using 

equivalent concentrations for all nanosuspensions, we assembled bilayer samples of high-

AOS (A) and low-AOS (B) birnessite sheets on gold-on-mica substrates (G). Sample 

GAA showed a very large bandgap of 2.5 eV, while the more reduced sample GBB 

showed a reduced bandgap of 0.7 eV. Samples GBA and GAB both showed a bandgap 

lowering to ~0.4 eV, even lower than sample GBB, however with different edge 

positions. In Sample GBA, the VBM was raised, while in GAB, the CBM was lowered. 

This is consistent with the hypothesis that the energetic proximity of the CBM and the 

VBM (or the top of the polaronic state) puts the layers in improved electronic 

communication, and that electrons can tunnel between the polaronic state of one layer 

and the conduction band of the other. The explanation is illustrated in Figure 4.15. In 

panel 1, a wide bandgap results from a DOS with a smaller polaronic state due to a lower 

concentration of Mn(III). In panel 2, a more significant small polaron state resulting from 

more Mn(III) gives a lower observed bandgap. In Panel 3, a B layer is stacked next to an 

A layer, with the STM tip against the higher-AOS A layer. In the mixed A-B samples, 

some electron transfer between the layers results in a more Mn(III)-like A-layer than in 

panel 1 due to interelectronic communication. In panel 3, the CBM appears at a similar 
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energy to GBB, though the apparent VBM is raised due to cross-layer communication 

with the higher-energy VBM of B.  In Panel 4, the VBM appears at a similar energy to 

GBB, though the apparent CBM is lowered due to cross-layer communication with the 

lower-energy CBM of A. While these images are qualitative in nature, they illustrate the 

consistency of the hypothesis that alternating AB layers improve electronic 

communication across layers, promoting catalysis, and explain the change in band edge 

energies observed by STS. 

 

Figure 4.15. Cartoon description of STS experiment on birnessite bilayers on gold. In the 
upper left corner of each panel a diagram of the bilayer is illustrated. A simplified 
representation of the DOS is shown in the center of each panel, aligned with the 

experimental STS (dI/dV) to the left. At the right of each panel, arrows show the motion 
of electrons between the STM tip and the band edges. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter we demonstrated conclusively that distribution of Mn(III) in the 

stacking direction is more important for catalysis in birnessite than overall Mn(III) 

content. Despite a lower overall Mn(III) content, alternating AB stacks showed improved 

catalytic activity over more Mn(III)-rich all-B stacks. Further, STS showed lower 

measured band gaps in the alternatively stacked sheets consistent with improved 

electronic communication across the MnO2 layers. In examining the different 

arrangement of A-B stacks, we found that samples with numerous potential steps 

(ABAB) showed superior catalytic activity over samples with only one step (ABBB or 

AABB), which in turn showed improved activity over Mn(III)-rich (BBBB) samples in 

all cases. The identity of interlayer cations also plays an important role, with larger alkali 

cations (Cs+) showing superior performance over smaller ones (Li+). This may be due to 

the role of harder cations in stabilizing the small polaronic states associated with Jahn-

Teller distorted Mn(III), which was predicted from theory. In the next chapter we move 

toward the examination of additional iterations on other layered and mixed-layered 

metamaterials for OER.   
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4.6 Experimental 

Synthesis of potassium birnessite.3 

Birnessite with high AOS was prepared by calcination of finely grained KMnO4 

powder at 600 °C for 5 h. At the end of the calcination, all products were washed with 

water, filtrated and dried repeatedly until PXRD showed no byproduct existed. This 

approach gives high-AOS triclinic birnessite which is less active than the low-AOS 

hexagonal birnessite preparable by solution methods. However, this solid state approach 

gives better reproducibility for controlled experiments on slightly-varied AOS samples. 

Reduced birnessite with low AOS was made by adding original birnessite into a solution 

of sodium dithionite with the equivalent ratio of 4:1 (Mn : Na2S2O4) and then stirring 

overnight. The reliably poor activity of the high-AOS starting materials helps in the 

positive identification of conditions that favor enhancement of catalytic activity.  

STS/STM 

 Ultrasonication (US) was applied for the preparation of bilayer birnessite samples in 

scanning tunning microscopy experiments.9 A 10mL solution of 0.2g birnessite was 

sonicated by BRANSON 3800 sonicator (40 kHz frequency) overnight to obtain a 

colloidal solution of exfoliated manganese oxide NS. The exfoliated NS supernatant was 

isolated from the colloidal solution by centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 15min.  

STM imaging and STS measurements were performed using an Agilent 4500 

(Molecular Imaging) microscope under ambient conditions using a mechanically cut Pt-Ir 

(9:1) wire (diameter 0.25 mm) as an STM tip, purchased from Alfa Aesar. All samples 

were prepared by drop-casting the materials on Au(111) on mica purchased from Phasis 
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Sàrl, Geneva-Switzerland. Prior to the deposition step, the Au(111) on mica was H2-

flame annealed and cooled down in the air and the fresh NS suspension was diluted until 

almost clear. The drop-cast 1 mL diluted NS suspension on the substrate, after 10 min 

removed droplet and dried in air. Then drop-cast 1 mL 0.5 mM KCl solution, after 10min 

removed droplet and dried in air. Finally drop-cast 1 mL diluted NS suspension on the 

substrate, after 10 min removed droplet and dried in air. All the STM imaging were 

performed in constant current mode. Gwyddion software was used for the visualization of 

STM images. All STS data (I-V curves) were analyzed and fitted using Igor Pro software. 
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CHAPTER 5  

OPTIMIZATION OF LAYERED MATERIALS K-

CoO2 AND K-NiO2 FOR OXYGEN EVOLUTION 

CATALYSIS BY HIERARCHIC STACKS OF 

OXIDATION STATES 
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5.1 Introduction 

In the previous two chapters, we have discussed how distribution of Mn(III) affected 

the catalytic activity of birnessite. We proposed that the judicious distribution of Mn(III) 

could change the electronic structure, narrow the size of band gap, improve cross-layer 

electronic communication, and thus favored OER catalysis. We confirmed our prediction 

with chemical/electrochemical OER experiments and scanning tunneling spectroscopy. In 

this chapter, we apply the same strategy to optimize layered lithium intercalating cobalt 

oxides (LCO) and layered lithium intercalating nickel oxides (LNO). 

LCO is the first and still the most widely used positive electrode material in 

commercial lithium-ion batteries, and a typical nonprecious-metal-based catalyst for 

OER.1-2 The solid LCO consists of layers of cobalt and oxygen atoms arranging as edge 

sharing octahedra [CoO6], with intercalated lithium cations.3 In stoichiometric LiCoO2, 

cobalt atoms are formally in the trivalent oxidation state, but the spin behavior is 

complex. Most of Co(III) sites are octahedrally coordinated in the low spin (LS) state, 

taking an electronic configuration of t2g
6eg

0. However, a low number of defect Co(III) 

ions are coordinated with five oxygens, resulting in a square pyramidal configuration 

which breaks the degeneracy of both the t2g and eg orbitals (Figure 5.1).3 In this case, 

Co(III) ions are in the intermediate spin (IS) state and have an unpaired electron located 

in an eg-like orbital, which is critical for OER catalysis.4 The charge and spin state of 

cobalt ions are more complicated when some cobalt sites are substituted by lithium ions 

to form lithium over-stoichiometric LixCoO2 (x>1).5-7 Early studies assumed the 

existence of Co(II) since the nominal charge of cobalt is less than 3.5 In 2003, Ménétrier 

and coworkers ruled out Co(II) as they found LixCoO2 could not be oxidized by oxygen 
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even in high pressure.6 The author attributed the deficit negative charge into the vacancy 

of oxygen. Some of Co(III) ions were coordinated with five oxygen atoms in a square 

pyramidal configuration, analogous to stoichiometric LiCoO2. However, in 2014 the 

group of Murakami proposed another explanation: They reconsidered the possibility of 

Co(II) by lithium nuclear magnetic resonance (6/7Li-NMR).7 They found five minor 7Li 

shifts and assigned them to a model where low spin Co(II) was not associated with 

oxygen vacancies and coordinated with six oxygens. Therefore, the charge deficit could 

be compensated for by oxygen vacancies and by the valence of Co. In both cases, the 

lithium over-stoichiometry leads to some of the Co atoms having a single unpaired 

electron in eg orbitals, which favors OER catalysis (Figure 5.1). 
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Fig. 5.1. The crystal structure (top) of LCO and the electronic structures (bottom) of 
cobalt. Left: Co3+(LS); middle: Co3+(IS); right: Co2+(LS). 

 

As a nickel analogue of LCO, LNO has been explored as a promising replacement of 

cathode materials for lithium batteries or as water oxidation catalysts, since LNO is 

cheaper than LCO, though both have similar structures.8-9 The nominal charge of nickel 

in stoichiometric LiNiO2 is +3, thus nickel atoms possess an electronic configuration of 

t2g
6eg

1 and has one electron in the eg orbital.10-11 As the Li content increases, some Ni(III) 

atoms are reduced to Ni(II) in the over-stoichiometric Li1+xNiO2 (x>0), which raises the 

number of  eg electrons and thus alters electronic structures (Figure 5.2).9  
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Fig. 5.2. The crystal structure (top) and the electronic structures of nickel. Left: Ni3+(LS); 
right: Ni2+(HS). 

 

To investigate the effect of judicious distribution of oxidation states in layered cobalt 

(or nickel) oxide materials, the stoichiometric and over-stoichiometric LCO (and LNO) 

phases have been prepared and exfoliated into single layer nanosheets of cobalt (and 

nickel) oxides, with different oxidation states for the re-assembly of few layer samples K-

CoO2 (or K-NiO2). Through electrochemical oxygen evolution reactions, we have 

confirmed that alternative stacking of cobalt (or nickel) oxides sheets with differing 

oxidation states could improve the catalytic activity. The results suggested that such 
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alternation of oxidation states is a general phenomenon, not restricted only to the 

manganese samples we have discussed in the previous chapter. 

 

5.2 Results and discussion 

Two LiCoO2 samples have been synthesized from Co(NO3)2 and LiOH in the 

equivalent ratios of 1:1 for normal LiCoO2 and 0.8:1 for lithium over-stoichiometric 

Li1+xCoO2 respectively.5,12 XPS shows the different proportion of Co(II)/Co(III) and AOS 

of stoichiometric and lithium over-stoichiometric Li1+xCoO2 (Figure 5.3). Though the 

peaks of Co 3p3/2 of Co(II) and Co(III) coincide with each other around 781 eV, the 

satellite peaks can be used to distinguish Co(II, 786 eV) from Co(III, 789 eV.12 From the 

XPS curve, the proportion of Co(II) in stoichiometric LiCoO2 (Figure 5.3A) is lower than 

that in lithium over-stoichiometric Li1+xCoO2 (Figure 5.3B).  
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Figure 5.3. XPS of LiCoO2 samples. Top: stoichiometrically prepared LiCoO2. Bottom: 
Lithium over-stoichiometric Li1+xCoO2 showing increased intensity of the Co(II) satellite 

signal. 
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To explore the effect of the potential step in layered cobalt oxide materials, lithium 

stoichiometric LiCoO2 (which has a high AOS of cobalt) and lithium over-stoichiometric 

Li1+xCoO2 (which has a low AOS of cobalt) were exfoliated into single layer nanosheets 

using the same protocol as that used for birnessite.13 The morphology was characterized 

by TEM (Figure 5.4). These materials were then reconstituted into few-layered KCoO2 

by alternatively dropping cast on solution of nanosheets and potassium chloride FTO-

substrate. In this case, single layer nanosheets of cobalt oxides were stacked with 

potassium to form three different few layered structures on FTO: (1) KCoO2 made by 

stacking 6 layers of stoichiometric cobalt oxide (A: high AOS); (2) KCoO2 made by 

stacking 6 layers of lithium over-stoichiometric cobalt oxide (B: low AOS); (3) KCoO2 

made by alternatively stacking one layer of stoichiometric and another layer of lithium 

over-stoichiometric cobalt oxide and repeating it three more times (FABABAB). 

 

Figure 5.4. The TEM images of LCO (A), over-stoichiometric LCO (B) and single layer 
nanosheets of LCO (C). 

 

Polarization curves in Figure 5.5 shows the catalytic performance of these few layer 

KCoO2 in three different structures. The overpotential of few-layered KCoO2 is 610 mV 

for high AOS Co (FAAAAAA)  and 705 mV for low AOS Co (FBBBBBB) respectively 

at a current density of 10 mV/cm2. As Co(III) is reduced to Co(II) in CoO6 octahedron, 
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the electron configuration changes from 3d6 to 3d7, placing an unpaired electron in the eg 

orbital (either Co2+IS or Co2+LS, see Figure 5.2), which has been proposed to favor OER 

catalysis. Thus, few layer KCoO2 with lower AOS shows better catalytic activity. 

Compared with above two samples, the alternatively stacked sample of KCoO2 

(FABABABAB) shows a much lower overpotential at 485 mV then either of the 

homogeneous samples. 
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Figure 5.5. Top: LSV polarization curves of eight-layer KCoO2 samples prepared from 

all A-sheets (high AOS), all B-sheets (low AOS), and alternating A/B sheets. Bottom: 

Tafel slopes derived from the LSV curves in the top. 
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This strategy was also applied to LiNiO2. Bulk LiNiO2 samples with two different 

AOS were synthesized using the same reaction stoichiometry modifications as described 

above for LiCoO2 systems. XPS (Figure 5.6) was measured to assess the average 

oxidation states in the high- and low AOS LiNiO2 samples. From 2p3/2 peaks of Ni(II), 

we can conclude that stoichiometric LiNiO2 (A) has a smaller amount of Ni(II) than 

lithium over-stoichiometric Li1+xNiO2 (B).14 The morphology was characterized by TEM 

(Figure 5.7). Since the electron configuration of Ni(III) and (II) are 3d7 and 3d8 

respectively, LiNiO2 with higher AOS may be expected to facilitate OER based on the 

favorability of the d7 electron configuration. 
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Figure 5.6. XPS of LiNiO2 samples. Top: stoichiometrically prepared LiCoO2. Bottom: 
Lithium over-stoichiometric Li1+xNiO2 showing increased intensity of the Ni2+ 2p3/2 

signal. 
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Figure 5.7. The TEM images of LNO (A), over-stoichiometric LNO (B) and single layer 
nanosheets of LNO (C). 

 

As expected, in shown in Figure 5.8, few layer LiNiO2 with high AOS shows an 

overpotential at 980 mV, better than that of LiNiO2 with low AOS, which is so poor, 10 

mA/cm2 is not achieved in the experiment. In comparison, LiNiO2 with FABABAB 

structure shows a remarkable improvement in catalytic activity over the two 

homogeneous samples, giving the lowest overpotential at 460 mV. The result 

demonstrates the presence of potential steps are important in nickel-oxide OER catalysis 

just as in manganese- and cobalt-oxide systems. 
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Figure 5.8. Top: LSV polarization curves of eight-layer KNiO2 samples prepared from 
all A-sheets (high AOS), all B-sheets (low AOS), and alternating A/B sheets. Bottom: 

Tafel slopes derived from the LSV curves in the top. 
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Fig. 5.9. PXRD pattern of LCO (top) and LNO (bottom). 
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Table 5.1. Summary of LCO and LNO catalysts by electrochemistry. 
Sample Overpotential 

(mV) 
Tafel Slope 
(mV/dec) 

 
LCO 

FAAAAAA 705 250 
FBBBBBB 610 237 
FABABAB 485 180 

 
LNO 

FAAAAAA 980 235 
FBBBBBB inactive >500 
FABABAB 460 107 

 

5.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we examined the effect of judicious distribution of oxidation states 

on layered cobalt or nickel oxide catalysts for OER. We alternatively stacked layers with 

differing average oxidation states of Co (or Ni) oxide sheets into a new structure, and the 

electrochemical catalytic reactions revealed that the catalytic activity benefits from the 

alternating distribution of metal charges, which was consistent with what we have seen in 

birnessite samples. The results indicated that the approach is successful in various mix-

oxidation-states systems, including layered Mn, Co and Ni oxide materials. 

 

5.4 Experimental 

Stoichiometric LiCoO2 and LiNiO2 were prepared through decomposition and 

intercalation of hydroxide precursors.12 The precursor was precipitated by dropping a 

solution of Co(NO3)2 or Ni(NO3)2 (0.25 M, 20mL)into another solution of LiOH (0.25 M, 

20mL) in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio. The gel was heated at 80 °C to remove excess water 

and to completely dry the sample by a vacuum freeze dryer. Then the precipitate was 

transferred to a crucible in a furnace and heated at 110 °C for 20 h and subsequently 
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650 °C for 5 h and finally 750 °C for 10 h in air. Lithium over-stoichiometric Li1+xCoO2 

and Li1+xNiO2 were prepared the same way as lithium stoichiometric LiCoO2 and LiNiO2 

were synthesized, but the ratio of Co/Ni to Li was changed to 0.8:1.5 The structures and 

phases were confirmed by PXRD (Fig.5.9) 
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CHAPTER 6  

THE STUDY OF DOPING EFFECT ON MIXED Co-

Ni OXIDE MATERIALS: HOW ALTERNATING 

DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSITION METALS 

AFFECTS CATALYTIC ACTIVITY FOR OXYGEN 

EVOLUTION 
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6.1 Introduction 

So far, this thesis has primarily been focused on the role of oxidation states in OER 

catalysts containing a single type of transition metal. However, doping of other transition 

metals into an existing material to generate mixed-metal catalysts is also a means to 

improve OER activity, and mixed transition metal oxides (or hydroxides) often perform 

better than either of the parent samples.1-8 For example, birnessite catalysts benefit from 

doping with a variety of transition metals including Co-birnessite (doped into manganese 

oxide sheets)2, Co-Fe-birnessite3, Co-birnessite (doped in between manganese oxide 

sheets)4, Ni-birnessite5 and Cu-birnessite6. Ni3+ doped cobalt oxides show a superior 

OER electrochemical activity even comparable to benchmark Ir catalysts, far better than 

Co3O4 itself.9 It is believed that Ni3+ are more active than Co3+ for OER catalysis. But it 

is not clear why the mixed Ni-Co oxides are even better than the pure nickel oxides. It 

has been suggested that cobalt cations act as scaffold to provide a conductive matrix for 

charge-carriers or a proper local environment generated by coordinated Co cations, and 

oxygen anions improved the activity of Ni sites.9 The mechanism of the doping effect is 

still unclear and needs to be further studied. 

The electronic structure of potassium-intercalated cobalt oxide K-CoO2 is displayed 

in the top of Fig. 6.1. In the valence band, there is a dominant contribution of Co-3d 

states near Fermi level, and a broad band from -3 to -8 eV with prevalent O-2p character 

and  some Co-3d admixtures, which makes cobalt easily reduced. However, the 

conduction band is rather high (~5 eV), which restrains the reduction of cobalt and thus 

the oxidation switching between Co(III) and Co(II). In the electronic structure of 

potassium intercalated nickel oxide K-NiO2 we also observe a dominant contribution of 
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Ni-3d states near Fermi level, which gives K-NiO2 a classical redox behavior like K-

CoO2. The band gap of K-NiO2 is even larger than K-CoO2, which makes the Ni(III) 

rather stable in the aspect of the reduction to Ni(II). Inspired by our study in chapter 3 

and 4, we are interested in how the electronic structure and band gap changing by 

stacking cobalt oxide with nickel oxide sheets. The bottom of Fig. 6.1 shows a quite 

different electronic structure and DOS, compared with either K-CoO2 or K-CoO2. This is 

a preliminary calculation which is done by the group of Jose Mendoza-Cortes. The 

alternatively stacked material K-Co0.5Ni0.5O2 possesses a valence band near Fermi level (-

0.5 to -2 eV). It also contains two sharp conduction bands near 2eV and 4eV. The DOS 

shows a small band gap, which suggests the possibility of electron transfer between 

cobalt and nickel in different oxidation states. In this case, the catalytic activity might be 

improved by having cobalt and nickel layers stacked with each other.  
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Fig. 6.1. The band structures and density of states of KCoO2,(top) KNiO2(middle) and 
alternatively stacked KNi0.5Co0.5O2 (bottom).  

 

In this chapter, our goal was to examine OER activity of the layered material K-

CoxNiyO2 as a function of the distribution of cobalt and nickel atoms. We prepared 

single-layer nanosheets of stoichiometric [Co(III)O2]- and [Ni(III)O2]- via the exfoliation 

protocol we introduced in the last two chapters, for the further assembly of few-layer K-

CoxNiyO2 in different Co/Ni ratios. By stacking cobalt oxide sheets with nickel oxide 

sheets, judicious distribution of cobalt and nickel along the vertical direction was 

achieved. For control experiments, we prepared few-layer K-CoxNiyO2 samples with 

homogeneously distributed cobalt and nickel within the sheets and compared their 

electrocatalytic activities with the alternatively stacked structures. The result confirmed 

our prediction that the distribution of metals—not just the ratio—could affect the 

catalytic performance of doped materials. It suggests that the alternatively stacking 
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strategy is applicable to not only the mixed-oxidation-states system but also to any 

mixed-metal system with dissimilar band structure, providing a promising approach for 

the rational or combinatorial design of new layer material catalysts for redox reactions. 

 

6.2 Results and discussion 

A series of layered materials, LiCoxNiyO2, were prepared by pyrolysis of a mixture 

of cobalt nitrate, nickel nitrate and lithium nitrate at high temperature modifying a 

previously reported approach.1,10 The ratio of cobalt and nickel nitrate affected x and y in 

the final product LiCoxNiyO2. The layer morphology is confirmed by TEM (Fig. 6.2). All 

samples share a similar structure, characterized by PXRD (Fig. 6.3), using Cu Kα 

radiation. The slight shift of 003 peak around 19° indicates LiNiO2 has a larger lattice 

parameter c than LiCoO2, which is consistent with previous literature.11 The elemental 

composition was confirmed by ICP-OES.  
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Fig 6.2. TEM images of LiCoxNi1-xO2. X = 1 (A), 0.66 (B), 0.50 (C), 0.33 (D) and 0 (E). 
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Fig. 6.3 Powder XRD patterns of LiCoxNi1-xO2. (x=0, 0.33, 0.50, 0.66, 1). 
 

All layered materials were exfoliated by stirring in a solution of tetrabutylammonium 

hydroxide (TBAOH) to obtain single layer nanosheets (NS) of cobalt and/or nickel 

oxides.12 Then fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) was used as substrate, repeatedly stacking 

one layer of metal oxides with another layer of K+, to re-assemble few-layer KCoxNi1-xO2 

with controllable structures.  

The few-layer material (Co0.5Ni0.5/K)6 was prepared by repeatedly stacking one layer 

of [Co0.5Ni0.5O2]- with another layer of K+ six times on FTO. The overpotential at the 

current density of 10 mA/cm2 is ~650 mV. As shown in Figure 6.4, (Co0.5Ni0.5/K)6 

performs better than both the pure cobalt oxides (Co/K)6 and the pure nickel oxides 

(Ni/K)6, as expected. In comparison, (Co/K/Ni/K)3 was synthesized by stacking pure 

cobalt oxide layer with pure nickel oxide layer three times, with K+ as intercalated 

cations. This sample shows a remarkable enhancement in catalysis, as the overpotential is 
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~460 mV. Considering both (Co0.5Ni0.5/K)6 and (Co/K/Ni/K)3 possess the same Co/Ni 

ratio (1:1) and the same metal oxide layer number, the improvement of the catalytic 

performance is attributed to the unique structure of the latter material. Unlike the 

homogeneous distribution of cobalt and nickel in (Co0.5Ni0.5/K)6, these samples are 

alternatively stacked along the c-axis in (Co/K/Ni/K)3. This structural feature alters the 

electronic structure of the material and thus improves its catalytic activity. 
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Fig. 6.4 Top: Linear sweeping voltammetry of few layer materials (Co/K)6, (Ni/K)6, 
(Co0.5Ni0.5/K)6 and (Co/K/Ni/K)3. All samples are made by six metal oxide layers and “F” 

represents FTO glass. Bottom: Tafel slopes derived from the LSV curves in the top. 
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We have also applied this strategy to mixed metal oxides with different Co/Ni ratios. 

As shown in Figure 6.5, when the ratio of Co to Ni is ~0.5, (Co/K/Ni/K/Ni/K)2 gives an 

overpotential of ~500 mV at a current density of 10 mA/cm2, while the overpotential of 

homogeneous (Co0.33Ni0.66/K)6 is ~740 mV. When the Co/Ni ratio is ~2, 

(Ni/K/Co/K/Co/K)2 the material shows the best catalytic performance and the 

overpotential is ~370 mV. By contrast, homogenous (Co0.66Ni0.33/K)6 gives a much higher 

overpotential of ~600 mV. It should be noted that the polarization curve may vary when 

different preparations of the starting materials are used (Figure 6.6), since each synthesis 

comes out slightly different. This is because the overpotential of few layer materials are 

affected by the oxidation states of metals and defects in starting materials, which are 

created randomly during pyrolysis. In Figure 6.7 we summarize the overpotential with 

error bars. We can clearly see that mixed metal oxides with alternatively distributed 

cobalt and nickel (circle) perform better than corresponding samples with homogeneous 

distribution (square). The chronoamperometry curves shown in Fig. 6.8 indicated the 

alternatively stacked sample could be kept active in at least 1 hour.  
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Fig. 6.5 Top: Linear sweeping voltammetry of few layer materials (Co/K/Ni/K/Ni/K)2, 
(Ni/K/Co/K/Co/K)2, (Co0.33Ni0.66/K)6 and (Co0.66Ni0.33/K)6. All samples are made by six 
metal oxide layers and “F” represents FTO glass. Bottom: Tafel slopes derived from the 

LSV curves in the top. 
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Fig. 6.6 Linear sweeping voltammetry of few layer materials in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 with 

different starting materials. One formula with two plots indicates that the polarization 
curve might vary when it was prepared again, since oxidation states and defects were 

created randomly during the pyrolysis. 
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Fig. 6.7 The overpotential of few layer materials at 10 mA/cm2 with error bars. 
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Fig. 6.8 Chronoamperometry of the oxygen evolution reaction with F(Co/K)6 at a 

potential of 1.7 V versus RHE (red); F(Ni/K)6 at a potential of 1.9 V versus RHE (green); 
F(Co/K/Ni/K)3 at a potential of 1.6 V versus RHE (black). 
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Table 6.1. Summary of mixed cobalt and nickel layered catalysts by electrochemistry. 
Sample Overpotential (mV) Tafel Slope (mV/dec) 
F/(Co/K)6 705 390 
F/(Ni/K)6 800 400 
F/(Co0.66Ni0.33/K)6 600 173 
F/(Co0.5Ni0.5/K)6 650 314 
F/(Co0.33Ni0.66/K)6 740 245 
F/(Co/K/Ni/K)3 460 280 
F/(Co/K/Ni/K/Ni/K)2 500 175 
F/(Ni/K/Co/K/Co/K)2 370 130 

 

6.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have demonstrated for the first time that the controlled 

distribution of metal identity in mixed-metal water oxidation catalysts significantly 

affects OER activity of mixed transition metal oxide materials. This is demonstrated by 

the comparison between Co- and Ni-based few-layer metal oxide materials with similar 

metal content but different structural features. It is very clear that samples with Co and Ni 

stacked separately possess better OER performance that those with Co and Ni 

homogeneously distributed. The improvement is attributed to potential steps created by 

alternatively stacked Co and Ni oxide layers, which alters the electronic structure and 

facilitates electron transfer within the sample. This work, along with previous 

demonstration of transition metal oxides with specific distribution of charge for better 

OER activities, has shown the promise of this methodology to improve the catalytic 

activity of a wide range of layer materials for OER, and possibly for other redox 

reactions. 
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6.4 Experimental 

Synthesis of LiCoO2, LiNiO2 and LiCoxNiyO2. 

The lithium transition metal oxides were prepared by following procedures in a 

previous study.1,10 In all cases, cotton pads were soaked in solutions of lithium nitrate 

(LiNO3) and transition metal nitrate (Co(NO3)2, Ni(NO3)2), purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. These were dissolved in de-ionized water with a 1:1 molar ratio and a total salt 

concentration of 0.5 M. For example, 50mL solution containing 0.5 M LiNO3 and 0.5 M 

Co(NO3)2 was used to synthesize LiCoO2. After soaking for 3 h, the cotton was taken out 

and squeezed to remove excessive liquid before being placed in a furnace and heated in 

air at a rate of 100 °C per hour to a temperature of 400 °C. After cooling, the resulting 

material was gently ground by mortar and pestle and returned to the furnace to be heated 

at the same rate to a final temperature of 900 °C, which was maintained overnight. 

Subsequently, the product was taken from the furnace and cooled in air to room 

temperature. Finally, the product was washed with DI water, filtrated and dried 

repeatedly until PXRD (Cu K-α) showed no Li2O (34° and 56° typically). 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
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The primary goal of this study is to optimize the catalytic activity of layered 

transition metal oxide materials towards oxygen evolution reaction. Previous studies 

summarized a principle that the number of eg electrons of the transition metal is related to 

the OER activity. Many literatures confirmed that an increased proportion of the dopant 

(which could either be another transition metal or the same metal with different oxidation 

state) with singly eg occupied orbital often led to an enhancement on OER catalysis. 

However, the effect of the distribution of dopants is short of study. In this thesis, we have 

proposed and discussed how the structural feature of alternatively stacked layered 

catalysts alters the electronic structures and thus improves oxygen evolution reaction 

catalysis, for layered transition metal oxide materials. Our hypothesis that alternating 

layers may create potential steps, improve the electronic communications and enhance 

the catalytic activities has been confirm by a series of experiments, including 

chemical/electrochemical oxygen evolution reactions and scanning tunnelling 

spectroscopy.  

In Chapter 2 & 3, we have discussed how the distribution of Mn(III) affected 

birnessite OER catalysis. We found that an increased difference between the surface AOS 

and bulk AOS (ΔAOS) from 0.08 to 0.14 improved the oxygen production about 10-fold. 

Further experiments on few-layer birnessite samples showed that the structural feature of 

alternatively stacking a high AOS manganese oxide layer with a low AOS manganese 

oxide layer one-by-one could decrease the overpotential in electrochemical OER. STS 

confirmed that the predicted variation of band structures. Bilayer birnessite samples 

composed of a high AOS manganese oxide layer and a low AOS one has a smaller 

bandgap than samples composed of both high AOS manganese oxide layers or both low 
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AOS layers. These experiments indicate that the distribution of Mn(III)-not just the 

content-is also a crucial factor that should be considered for the optimization of birnessite 

OER catalysts. 

In Chapter 4 & 5, we applied this approach to other layered materials for OER 

catalysis. The catalytic performance benefits from alternatively stacking different AOS of 

cobalt (or nickel) oxide into a new structure, in K-CoO2 and K-NiO2 respectively. We 

even found this approach worked in mixed transition metal oxide materials. With cobalt 

oxide and nickel oxide sheets alternatively stacking, the few layer sample K-CoxNiyO2 

gave a better activity than the sample with homogeneous distributed cobalt and nickel 

sites, even though they had a similar elemental composition.  

These discoveries offer a new design parameter for layered transition metal materials 

for redox catalysis. Here we propose two future directions. First, it will be investigated 

whether this approach works for other OER catalyst systems. According to the catalysts 

used in this thesis, two things are critical for new catalyst system: the layered structure 

and metals with switchable charges or identities. Thus, we propose layered double 

hydroxide (LDH) and transition metal disulfide (MS2) as candidates. We expect the 

electronic structures and catalytic performance can be changed, through the assembly of 

different sheets into LDH or MS2. Second, this approach will be exploited to other classic 

redox reactions that require transition metals. Targets include hydrogen reduction to 

accomplish water splitting, hydrogen fuel cells, nitrogen fixation, methane oxidation and 

Fischer–Tropsch catalysis. We could also try some organic reactions that needs transition 

metal catalysts, such as C-H activations on more complex molecules. While these steps 
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may constitute the next phases of the research, these findings have broad implications for 

the design and optimization of layered materials for redox reactions. 


